
ROCKY MOUNTAIN STUNTS, LLC  

WARRIOR QUEST 
TRAINING / LIABILITY WAIVER 

 
ASSUMPTION OF RISK: 
1.)   I acknowledge that the activities practiced during the course of training can be dangerous, exposing participants to many risks and hazards, some of which are 
inherent in the very nature of the training itself, others which result from negligence or fault on the part of the persons involved in preparation for or organization or 
operating the activities. 
 
2.)  That, as a result of the aforesaid risks and hazards, I as a Participant, may suffer personal injury, property loss, and possibly even death. 
 
3.)   That some of the aforesaid risks and hazards are foreseeable but others are not. 
 
4.)  That I nevertheless freely and voluntarily assume all the aforesaid risks and hazards and that, accordingly, my use of the facilities while participating in any of the 
activities shall be entirely at my own risk. 
 
5.)  The Participant is responsible for carrying appropriate medical insurance.  While Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC, will take steps to call for medical assistance, if 
required, Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC, or it’s employees, heirs or assigns will not be responsible for the resulting charges. 
 
RELEASE, WAIVER and INDEMNIFICATION: 
The Participant hereby releases Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC, from any liability for any damage or injury to Participant or Participant property, whether designated as 
tort, negligence, breach of contract, or some other cause of action under state or federal law, caused by Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC, or any other party during training 
on location, or at the training facilities provided by Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC. 
 
The Participant waives all rights to sue Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC, for any damage or injury caused by Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC, or any other party during 
training on location, or at the training facilities provided by Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC. 
 
The Participant agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC, harmless for any damages or awards resulting from any suits brought against 
Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC, based on any damage or injury to Participant or Participant’s property 
 
SAFETY: 
Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC, reserves the right to make rules necessary for the safety of all Participants and instructors at the training facilities.   The Participant 
agrees to abide by these rules.   The Participant further agrees that representatives of Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC, have the authority to prevent the Participant from 
participating in any activity for the Participant’s own safety or the safety of others.   The Participant also may decline to participate in any activity that they feel are 
beyond their physical or mental abilities at the time.    
 
WARRANTIES: 
The Participant warrants that he/she is 18 years of age or older, unless this waiver is also read and signed by an adult parent or guardian of the Participant.  The 
Participant and/or the Participant’s parent or guardian warrants that they have read this entire waiver thoroughly and voluntarily agree to all its terms. 
 
UNAUTHORIZED INSTRUCTION / NON-COMPETE 
The Participant agrees they will not teach stunt related skills at organized classes, seminars, workshops, in rehearsals, on set, or any other scenario in which instruction 
is offered without the written consent of Rocky Mountain Stunts LLC. The Participant agrees that teaching stunt-related skills requires a great deal of experience in 
the field and a body of work as a stunt performer on professional productions that demonstrates said experience. Rocky Mountain Stunts LLC, reserves the right to 
determine if the Participant is qualified to teach stunt related skills associated with film, television, live performance or web based media. 
 
USE OF LIKENESS: 
I, the undersigned, hereby grant permission to Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC to photograph me and to record my voice, performances, poses, acts, plays and 
appearances, and use my picture, photograph, silhouette and any other reproduction of my physical likeness and voice as part of any promotional endeavors, written 
materials or motion picture/television/video projects undertaken by the above mentioned persons and/or companies.   I also grant Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC the 
unlimited right to distribute, exhibit and exploit  the above mentioned by any method or device. 
 
I agree that I will not assert or maintain against Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC any claim, action, suit or demand of any kind or nature whatsoever, including but not 
limited to, those grounded upon invasion of privacy, rights of publicity or other civil rights, or for any other reason in connection with your authorized use of my 
physical likeness and sound.   I hereby agree to indemnify and hold harmless Rocky Mountain Stunts, LLC or their employees, heirs or assigns from any and all 
claims, liabilities, demands, actions, causes of action(s), costs and expenses arising out of the above. 
 
 

I have read the foregoing and fully understand the meaning thereof. 

 

    Name (please print)___________________________________________________________ 

 

    Signature___________________________________________________________________ 

 

    Address____________________________________________________________________ 

 

    City / State / Zip code_________________________________________________________ 
 
    Phone______________________________________________________________________ 
     
    Email ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
    Parent / Guardian (if under 18)___________________________________________________ 


